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Normally the Debates between the nominees for
the Vice President are tame and tepid affairs

unlike the ones between the Presidential nominees
in the election season in the US. During the ritualistic
performance both candidates assume the roles of
attack dogs for the men (or women) on top of their
respective tickets. This year was also no exception to
this rule when Mike Pence of the Republican Party
met Tim Kaine of the Democratic Party for the Debate
except that this time it looked more tame and tepid
than usual. Post this Debate which is believed to have
been won by Pence on points with his dignified
reassuring presence many in the Republican Party
were wondering why Pence is not on the top of the
ticket or why someone like him could not make it as a
nominee of the GOP. The Republican Party is now
having a 'buyer's remorse' in nominating Donald
Trump as its Presidential candidate. A post purchase
dissonance occurs many a time when you make an
expensive purchase of a house or a car or some such
costly stuff. This disquiet happens when you are called
upon to make a choice between equally suitable
alternatives or when you start analysing the benefits
of what you buy post purchase even when what you
bought had not been an impulsive one. This
overwhelming feeling that you could have picked a
better alternative or the one you picked is below paris
the primary reason that triggers a buyer's remorse.
That is exactly what the elites in the Republican Party
establishment are grappling with for being a party to
nominating Donald Trump as its Presidential nominee.
Pence, albeit unwittingly, through the Debate reminded
his Party that it could have had a better nominee for
President than the one man wrecking squad called
Donald Trump. Almost anyone from the Republican
Party other than Trump and even Pence himself could
have defeated Hillary Clinton hands down considering
the amount of antipathy the electorate has againsther
- a case of buyer's remorse with no known palliate to
mitigate the pain.

Democracy by design is meant to subjugate
autocracy. But it appears that it may not be so in

FROM THE DESK OF THE CHAIRMAN

practice. In 1985 when Ronald Reagan had to
undergo a surgery for a few hours he promptly wrote
a letter to his Vice President George H W Bush
transferring his powers just before he went under
sedation. Regan reclaimed his powers from Bush after
eight hours or so through another letter to Bush.
Woodrow Wilson was the President of the US during
the First World War. Immediately after the War a
physically worn out President took ill and eventually
suffered a stroke incapacitating him from discharging
his duties as President. He became permanently
paralytic and partially blind. But he continued as
President courtesy his ambitious wife and First Lady
Edith Wilson who ran the Administration virtually as
Acting President. These are two extreme examples
of a functioning democracy. Both tell dramatically
different stories about how an administration works
in such exigencies. Cut to the happenings back at
home in Tamil Nadu. Jayalalitha, the Chief Minister is
running the State from her hospital bed even while
on life support. Come to think about it she is the only
person who can take a decision on a situation like
this for his Party. After all hers is a one-person party.
In AIADMK democracy starts and ends with
Jayalalitha. As of writing this piece the most thriving
industry in Tamil Nadu is rumour mongering. In the
absence of credible information the public indulges
in speculations about the health of their Chief Minister
even at the risk of being arrested for spreading
rumours. Unfortunately rumour is that product which
has no value unless it is spread. The political parties
are counting their potential benefits out of this incident
and are waiting and watching. If Jaylalitha makes it
out of the hospital, hale and hearty, BJP could tell her
that the Central Government kept her seat intact even
when she was in a state of virtual coma. Unfortunately
if she does not, the party could befriend the AIADMK
cadres for having kept her leader's chair fully
safeguarded. It may prove to be a transferable vote
bank. Rahul Gandhi visits the Hospital to meet with
the ailing CM even when he is in alliance with her
arch enemy the DMK. Heads you win; tails I lose.
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Let me now come to corporate governance from
constitutional governance. As we go press the Tata
group is in the news for the all the wrong reasons.
The group is in search of a fig leaf to cover itself.
Boardroom battles and corporate coups are nothing
new to the Tatas. There have been removals of old
satraps like Russy Modi, Ajit Kerkar, Darbari Seth and
the like from the Tata group when Ratan Tata took
over the reins of the Tata Empire. These old men did
not leave without a fight either. Even though these
departures were acrimonious the revolts were open.
Not so in the case of Cyrus Mistry. This is not to
question the legitimate authority of the Board or the
shareholders to remove the company's Chairman.
The means and not the end is the issue here. The
unceremonious removal of Mistry from his post as
the Chairman of Tata Sons had all the trappings of a
palace coup which turned out to be a well-orchestrated
clandestine exercise. In the absence of any
information coming from the House of Tatas everyone,
it appears, is free to draw his own conclusions and
feed any hypothesis as grist to the rumour mill. It is
rumoured that Mistry did not honour the value systems
of the Tata group. If that be so, Mistry need not be
defensive about his ouster. Irrespective of the reasons
for his removal what does not jell well is the way in
which it was done. By cold calculations Tatas could
argue that discussing the exit with Mistry beforehand
would have meant a pre-emptive legal battle with the
Pallonji family. But then, what else is the famed Tata
value systems about that were being sought to be
protected through Mistry's ouster other than
transparent principles of corporate governance?
These are early days. With Ratan Tata assuming
temporary charge at the helm one may be tempted
to describe the goings on at the Tata House as what
is called the Successor Syndrome. Authors Michael
Watkins and Dan Ciampa describe this syndrome thus
in their book Right from the Start: Taking Charge in a
New Leadership Role: "whether you are succeeding
a much-admired boss or charged with implementing
sweeping initiatives, a new leadership role is fraught
with obstacles that can undermine your efforts to
establish authority and build support". That was
perhaps the occupational hazard for Mistry trying to
follow the footsteps of his illustrious predecessor,
Ratan Tata. It is now obvious that Mistry is not taking
it lying down. Through a letter to the Directors of Tata
Sons Mistry has taken his battle to the enemy's court.
The bill for the laundry to wash away the dirty linen of
the Tata group companies is estimated by Mistry at

$18 billion (Rs. 1.15 lakh crores). That is no small
change. The Tata brand also needs a wash to remove
some taint that is getting accumulating to it ever since
the Raadia tapes came out. The group has not been
as transparent after all as it had been touted to be.
End of the day the Tata Board did all that they could
to ring fence the company from any pre-emptive legal
challenges from Mistry; but allowed that rare quality
called grace to escape through their fence.

Now from corporate implosion to political implosion.
The Yadav Business Family, the political outfit of the
patriarch Mulayam Singh Yadav has declared a war
on itself. This implosion has the potential to change
the political equations of not only the state but the
country itself. UP with the largest number of
legislatures is important to any political party. It is all
but certain that the Sangh Parivar is set to gain from
the internal power struggle of the Socialist Parivar.
Even if a rapprochement is hammered out before the
election samong the Yadav family members the
damage is already done. The Mulayam Parivar cannot
stay together, ever in future. In this muddle it is
important to look at the cause before the
consequences of the development. For once the
younger generation is challenging the older one that
has already gone beyond its expiry date with its old
style of politics. Strictly speaking it is not just a tug of
war for power between the father and son. Akhilesh
Yadav who started tentatively as the CM of this
populous state now has gained in confidence over
the years and sees himself as the natural leader of
the State and shows enormous potential and matching
ambitions. However, Mulayam Singh would rather
have his son also behave like the lackeys that the SP
supremo is used to dealing with. It is now a fight for
control between generations.

Michele Obama has become the most effective
surrogate for Hillary Clinton. She is the only other
prominent apolitical leader in the US election circuit,
the other one being Donald Trump himself. Michele
Obama has become the moral force behind all those
who detest Trump and what he stands for. It looks as
if the Americans have already pining for the First Lady
even before Obama demits office even as Obama
calls on Trump to stop whining even before the start
of the electoral process. America is at war with itself
and Donald Trump would be remembered for having
started this civil war. The only redemption the country
can hope for has to come from the new President
who would come after Hillary Clinton as the latter is
herself one of the causes for the bitter division in the
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society.

There are times when the remedy turns out to be
worse than the malady. That is what happened when
the Maharashtra Nav Nirman Sena (MNS) decided
to deploy its favourite tactics of terrorizing Bollywood
by threatening to block the release of a film of Karan
Johar. The movie makers succumbed to the blackmail
of the MNS when both the Central and State
governments appeared helpless and agreed to fork
out a sum of Rs. 5 Crores by way of ransom to be
paid to the Indian Army for having cast a Pakistani
artiste in their film. A classic case of vigilante activism
generating handsome dividends! It looked like a
brilliant strategy for MNS, having the cake and eat it
too - that too at somebody else's expense. They
counted on being seen as patriotic and practical -
patriotic because the ransom amount goes to the
Army and practical because they do not have to disturb
public order. In the end they would go all the way
back home losing nothing and gaining everything.
Unfortunately for the MNS that was not to be. The
Army possibly with a little bit plodding by the ruling
party at the centre declined to accept the ransom.
This bit of the drama is brilliantly crafted, true
Bollywood style. The result? MNS is looking for cover
having lost face. Karan Johar is smiling, albeit in
private. Judging by the reactions one saw and heard
this time round MNS played its card wrongly.
Patriotism is not for sale. In any case it cannot be
bought by black(mail) money. One hopes that this
serves as an object lesson in future for those who
resort to such methods to obtain political mileage at

the first available opportunity.

The BRICS Summit at Goa ended the way it was
expected to - spectacular in display and empty in
outcome. In the aftermath of Uri and the Indian
surgical strikes it was only to be expected. BRICS has
five emerging nations. The elephant in the Summit
room was Pakistan. It was the sixth member of the
Summit in absentia. As far as India is concerned there
were some definite takeaways. One was an obvious
recalibration of the tepid relationship with Russia. In
today's geo political situation Putin is an important
person and Russia had always been a reliable ally as
far as India is concerned. In the initial euphoria and
excitement of the romance between India and the US
after Modi became the PM it was looking obvious that
Russia was getting sidelined in the Indian scheme of
things. Modi got a chance in Goa to make amends to
his initial lack of warmth shown to Russia. In
International matters you have to keep an affair going
even when you have a romantic relationship with
some other country. The other takeaway was China's
stand vis-a-vis India and Pakistan. President Xi was
more or less explicit, to the extent diplomatic niceties
would permit, in articulating its stand. India need not
be in any kind of illusion where China stands - Paki
Chini bhai bhai.

I take this opportunity wish all our employees,
associates, friends and well-wishers a Happy Diwali.

Thank you.

Venkat R. Venkitachalam
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CUSTOMS

Notifications:

Tariff:

• Basic customs duty on ghee, butter and butter

oil at 40% has been extended upto 31st March

2017. [Notification No. 53/2016- Cus Dated 3rd

October 2016].

• Tumb Village (Taluka Umbergaon, District

Valsad) and Kalinganagar, Kanpur have been

added to the port of import & Export for availment

of benefits under SFIS, FPS, FMS, VKGUY,

Advance Authorization, DEPB, DFIA, EPCG,

Advance Authorization for Deemed Export, Post

Export EPCG Scrip. [Notification No. 54/2016-

Cus Dated 3rd October 2016].

• Unconditional exemption is been provided to

Technitium - 99m (CH:-2844) from payment of

duties of customs. [Notification No. 55/2016 -

Cus Dated 3rd October 2016].

• Time limit for the export of products under the

scheme for "Export against Supply by Nominated

Agencies" has been extended from 60 days to

90 days. [Notification No. 56/2016- Cus Dated

3rd October 2016].

• The Exemption to the machinery and equipment

re-imported after export thereof:- condition for

time limit for re- importing the goods have been

changed as below,

o In the case of Bhutan, the machinery and

equipment [other than those exported under

the DEEC or EPCG or DEPB] goods to be

reimported within 7 years after their

exportation (further can be extended up to

3 years).

o In case of other countries, the machinery

and equipment [other than those exported

under the DEEC or EPCG or DEPB] goods

to be reimported within 3 years after their

exportation (further can be extended up to

2 years).

o In case of goods exported under DEEC or

EPCG or DEPB are re-imported within one

year from the date of exportation (further

can be extended up to one year).

[Notification No. 57/2016CUS Dated 3rd

October 2016].

• Liability for payment of duties has been defined

as below:-

o In the event of failure to export the goods

within six months from the date of

importation thereof, the Federation and the

importer shall, jointly and severally be liable

to pay the duties of customs leviable on the

goods as on the date of import, along with

applicable interest.

o The liability of the Federation shall not

exceed the amount of the duties of customs

by more than ten per cent.

o The Federation shall not be liable to pay

the customs duty in cases where the said

goods are sold in exhibitions or fairs or

otherwise disposed of in India in accordance

with any law for the time being in force

applicable to such goods and on payment

of the duties of customs which are payable

as on the date of import in respect of such

goods, along with applicable interest.

[Notification No. 58/2016CUS Dated 5th

October 2016]

Non-Tariff:

• Sub - Foreign Post office at Vijayawada, Leh and

Hyderabad are added as land custom stations

for import and export of goods by land or inland

water ways. [125/2016 Dated 13th October

2016]
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Anti-Dumping Duty:

• Definitive Anti-Dumping duty has been levied on

"Narrow Woven Fabric" (CH-5806) originating in,

or exported from, People's Republic of China. It

shall be in force w.e.f.6st October 2016 to 5th

October 2021 unless revoked earlier.

[Notification No. 50/2016-Cus (ADD), dated

6th October 2016].

Circular:

• It has been directed that prosecution in relation

to offences punishable under the Customs Act,

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description Tariff value (US $
No. sub-heading/tariff item of goods Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 1511 10 00 Crude Palm Oil 704

2. 1511 90 10 RBD Palm Oil 724

3. 1511 90 90 Others - Palm Oil 714

4. 1511 10 00 Crude Palmolein 737

5. 1511 90 20 RBD Palmolein 740

6. 1511 90 90 Others - Palmolein 739

7. 1507 10 00 Crude Soya bean Oil 845

8. 7404 00 22 Brass Scrap (all grades) 3028

9. 1207 91 00 Poppy seeds 2533

• Tariff Value of following Imported goods have been further amended as given below:

Sl. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value
No. sub-heading/tariff item goods (US $)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 71 or 98 Gold, in any form, in respect of which the 410 per 10 grams
benefit of entries at serial number 321 and

323 of the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed

2. 71 or 98 Silver, in any form, in respect of which the 576 per kilogram
benefit of entries at serial number 322 and

324 of the Notification No. 12/2012-Customs
dated 17.03.2012 is availed

Sr. Chapter/ heading/ Description of Tariff value US $

No. sub-heading / tariff item goods (Per Metric Tonne)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1. 080280 Areca nuts 2621

 [Notification No. 126/2016-Cus (NT), dated 14th October 2016.]

1962, w.r.t cases involving Gold, FICN, arms,

ammunition and explosive antiques art treasures

wild life items and endangered species of flora &

fauna will be launched immediately after issuance

of show cause notice. [Circular No. 46/2016

dated 4th October 2016]

• Circular has been issued w.r.t Rebate of State

Levies on Export of Garments:- Instruction have

been issued to system directorate (and every

Customs location from where any Rebate of

State Levies may have been processed

manually) to convey the relevant list of claims to
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the Ministry of Textiles. [Circular No. 47/2016

dated 20th October 2016]

Instructions:

• Instructions have been given regarding

Rationalization of procedures in handling

exporters obligations under EPCG

authorizations, the correctness of the installation

certificates issued by Chartered Engineers are

to be verified be restricted to 5% cases through

the Central Excise Division earlier at least 5%

cases. The Customs authorities need not

replicate the verification of export obligation of

the first block that is being conducted by Regional

Authorities and that the EODCs received under

EPCG Scheme in terms of FTP/HBP 2004-09,

2009-14 and 2015-20 be normally accepted

without further verification, except in 5% cases

where they be verified in detail before

acceptance. [Instruction No.605-71-2015

dated 14th October 2016].

SERVICE TAX
• Exemption on Services by way advancement of

yoga: - Retrospective exemption is also provided

to the said service provided for the period from

1st July 2015 to 20th October 2015. [Notification

No. 42/2016 ST dated 26th September 2016]

• Amendments in the format of Service tax return

are made. Mainly provisions for disclosure of

Krishi Kalyan Cess are made. [Notification No.

43/2016 ST dated 28th September 2016]

• Adjudication powers notified under Service Tax have been revised as below,

Sr.No. Rank of Central Excise Officer Amount of service tax or CENVAT credit specified in a notice

for the purpose of adjudication under Section 83A

1 Superintendent Not exceeding Rs.10 Lakhs (excluding the cases relating to

taxability of services or valuation of services and cases involving

extended period of limitation.)

2 Assistant or Deputy Not exceeding Rs. Fifty lakhs (except cases where

Commissioner Superintendents are empowered to adjudicate.)

3 Joint Commissioner or Above Rs.50 Lakhs but not exceeding Rs. Two Crores

Additional Commissioner

4 Commissioner Without any limit

[Notification No. 44/2016 ST dated 28th September 2016]

• Service by way of transportation provided by

educational institutions to students, faculty and

staff:- Retrospective exemption is also provided

to the said service provided for the period from

1st April 13th to 10th July 2014. [Notification

No. 45/2016 ST dated 30th September 2016]

Circular:

• Guidelines for arrest in relation to offences

punishable under the Finance Act, 1994 and

Central Excise 1944 have been issued :-it is

clarified that the power of arrest in Service Tax

is available only if a person collects any amount

as service tax but fails to pay the amount so

collected to the credit of the Central Government

beyond the period of six months from the date

on which such payment becomes due and the

amount exceeds rupees two crores. [Circular

No. 201/10/2016 - Service Tax dated 30th

September 2016]

Instructions:

• No New Instruction.

FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

Notifications:
• Minimum Import Price for 66 items of Iron & Steel

under chapter 72 is extended till 4.12.2016.

[Notification No. 30/2015-20 dated the 4th

October 2016]
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PUBLIC NOTICES:
• The quantity of sugar to be exported to EU under

CXL quota upto 30.09.2017 has been notified.

[Public Notice No. 34/2015-20 dated the 28th

September 2016]

• Inadvertent errors w.r.t. effect of i.e. Public Notice

No. 29 has been corrected and it is effected from

14.02.2014. Further it has been corrected &

clarified that the period of 18 months for

completing the export obligation to be counted

from the date issue of authorization & not from

the date of import. [Public Notice No. 35/2015-

20 dated the 28th September 2016]

• New Regional Office of DGFT at Belagavi,

Karnataka is included in Appendix 1 A which

include Jurisdiction of Belagavi, Baghalkot,

Dharwad, Uttar Kannada & Bijapur. [Public

Notice No. 36/2015-20 dated the 28 th

September 2016]

• Para 4.94(a)(i), 4.94 (a)(ii) & ANF 4I has been

amended as the export performance of Gems &

Jewellery items from SEZ/EOU units shall not be

clubbed with export performance from DTA units

of any IEC holder for grant of Nominated Agency

Certificate. [Public Notice No. 37/2015-20

dated the 4th October 2016]

• Procedure for designating ports for imports of

un-shredded metallic scrap and handling of un-

shredded scrap by ICDs has been prescribed.

[Public Notice No. 38/2015-20 dated the 6th

October 2016]

TRADE NOTICES:
• No new Trade notice

INCOME TAX

Notification:
• Determination of expenditure incurred on

obtaining right to use spectrum for

telecommunication will be decided as per

scheme opted and allowed by Government of

India subject to some conditions. [Notification

No.89 / dated 4th October 2016]

• An application to the Assessing Officer to grant

immunity from imposition of penalty under section

270A and from initiation of proceedings under

section 276C or section 276CC shall be made in

Form No.68.". [Notification No. 90/2016 dated

5th October 2016]

• Reconstruction and splitting up of a company

which is ceased to public limited company , shall

be deemed to be demerger company subject to

some condition specified in this notification.

[Notification No. 93/2016 dated 14th October

2016]

• Price of buy back shares for income tax purpose

will be determined on first in first out basis and

on the basis of price received for issuing same

share. [Notification No. 94/2016 dated 17th

October 2016]

Circular:

• Compensation received in respect of award or

agreement which has been exempted from levy

of income tax vide section 96 of RFCTLARR shall

also not be taxable under the provisions of

Income-tax Act 1961, even if there is no specific

provision of exemption for such compensation

in Income Tax Act, 1961. [Circular 36/2016

dated 25th Oct. 2016]

• Lump sum lease premium or one time up front

lease charges, which is not adjustable against

periodic rent, paid or payable for acquisition of

long-term leasing rights over land or any other

property are not payment in the nature of Rent

within the meaning of Sec 194I of Income Tax

Act .Therefore such payments are not liable for

TDS under Sec 194I of Income Tax Act, 1961.

[Circular 35/2016 dated 13th Oct. 2016]

MVAT

Notification:
• No new notification

Trade Cicular:

• The due date for submission of refund

application u/s 51 of MVAT Act, 2002 has been

extended from 30.09.2016 to 08.10.2016

[Circular 30T dated 1st Oct. 2016]

• Date of application for availing the benefit of
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Maharashtra Settlement of Arrears in Dispute

Act, 2016 has been extended from 30th Sept

2016 to 15th Nov 2016. [Circular 31st dated 1st

Oct. 2016]

COMPANY LAW

Notifications:
• Following further amendments to The

Companies (Incorporation) Rules, 2014 has

been issued:

I) The Competent Authority to pass the order

of alteration of Article in case of Conversion

of Public Limited Company to Private

Limited Company has been substituted with

the word 'Tribunal'.

II) W.e.f. 2nd Oct 2016 New Rule 38 stating

the provisions w.r.t. Simplified Proforma for

incorporating the Company Electronically

has been inserted. Accordingly following e-

forms are introduced and issued:

• Form INC-32 for integrated processing

for incorporation of company.

• Form INC-33 for e-Memorandum of

Association.

• Form INC-43 for e-Article of

Association.

III) W.e.f. 1st Nov 2016 new rule 39 stating

provisions for Conversion of a Company

Limited by Guarantee into company limited

by Shares. Accordingly Form INC-11B

issued and Form INC-27 substituted.

[Notification No.G.S.R. (E ) dated 1st October

2016]

• Central Government constituted an Advisory

Committee called as 'National Advisory

Committee on Accounting Standards, to advise

the Central Government on the formulation and

lying down of accounting policies and accounting

standards for adoption by companies or class of

companies under the Companies Act, the

Chairperson and Members shall hold office for

the period of one year from the date of 3rd Oct

2016 till the constitution of National Financial

Reporting Authority whichever is earlier.

[Notification No. S.O. (E ) dated 3rd Oct. 2016]

Circulars:

• No New Circulars.

RBI

Notifications :
• Marginal Standing Facility

As per the RBI's Fourth Bi-Monthly Monetary

Policy, the MPC has reduced the Repo rate by

25 basis points from 6.50% to 6.25%. Also, the

Marginal Standing Facility rate now stands

adjusted to 6.75%. [RBI/2016-2017/77

FMOD.MAOG. No.115/01.18.001/2016-17

dated October 0, 2016]

• External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) -

Extension and conversion

As per A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.32 dated

November 30, 2015, AD-I banks could approve

changes in repayment schedule of unpaid ECBs

during the tenure (before maturity). To simplify

this process, the RBI has now delegated the

power to extend matured but unpaid ECBs

directly to AD-I banks, subject to following

conditions:

i. No additional cost is incurred;

ii. Lender's consent is available;

iii. Reporting requirements are fulfilled.

Also, AD-I banks can approve conversion of

matured but unpaid ECBs to equity subject to

above norms. [RBI/2016-17/92 A.P. (DIR Series)

Circular No. 10 dated 20th October 2016]

• Review of sectoral caps and simplification of

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Policy

As per Notification No. FEMA. 20/2000-RB dated

3rd May 2000 (FEMA 20) pertaining to Transfer

or Issue of Security by a Person Resident outside

India, the central government has decided to

review its FDI policy with respect to various

sectors, making amendments in the Consolidated

FDI Policy Circular. The salient features of these

changes are provided in the below mentioned

notification. [RBI/2016-17/88 A.P. (DIR Series)

Circular No. 6 dated 20th October 2016]

• Foreign investment in Other Financial Services

As per Notification No. FEMA 20/2000-RB dated
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May 3, 2000  pertaining to Transfer or Issue of a

Security by a Person Resident outside India,

foreign investments are allowed up to 100%,

under the automatic route in Non-Banking

Finance Companies.

Upon review, the central government has

decided to allow foreign investments upto 100%

under the automatic route in Other Financial

Services. Other Financial Services are those

which are controlled by the RBI, SEBI, IRDA,

PFRDA, NHB or any other financial sector

regulated by the government. The salient

features of these changes are provided in the

below mentioned notification. [RBI/2016-17/90

A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 8 dated 20th

October 2016]

• Foreign Exchange Management (Manner of

receipt and payment) Regulations, 2016. The

below notification gives a detailed synopsis of

the points under (i) Manner of receipt of foreign

exchange & (ii) Manner of payment in foreign

exchange; under the Foreign Exchange

Management (Manner of Receipt and Payment)

Regulations, 2016 notified vide G.S.R. No.480

(E) dated May 03, 2016which now supersedes

the earlier Foreign Exchange Management

(Manner of Receipt and Payment) Regulations,

2000; Foreign Exchange Management (Receipt

from, and payment to, a person resident outside

India) Regulations, 2000 and Foreign Exchange

Management Notification (Transactions in Indian

rupees with residents of Nepal or Bhutan)

Regulations 2000, which now stand repealed.

[RBI/2016-17/93A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No.

11 [(1)/14(R)] dated 20th October 2016]

" External Commercial Borrowings (ECB) by

Startups. With regard to the Fourth Bi-monthly

Monetary Policy Statement for permitting Startup

enterprises to access loans under ECB

framework, parameters to consider an entity a

start-up have been published in the Official

Gazette & the Government of India have

permitted AD-I Banks to allow Start-ups to raise

ECBs as per the frameworks highlighted in the

below mentioned notifications. [RBI/2016-17/103

A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 13 dated 27th

October  2016]
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FX Updates

USD/INR ($)

The Indian Rupee traded in the range of 66.45-96 levels in October due to strong domestic sentiment, despite
stronger-than-expected US economic data. The US Dollar strengthened against a basket of major currencies on
the back of renewed bets of an interest-rate hike, which was supported by upbeat key economic data. However, the
Rupee managed to limit its losses due to increased FII inflows into debt market. But, the local currency failed to
break its psychological resistance of 66.95 ahead of the outcome of the US elections results. The INR is expected
to trade in the range of 66.60-67.50 levels in November 2016.

EUR/INR (   )

The EUR depreciated against the US Dollar due to reinforced expectations of a US Fed rate-hike, which helped the
Rupee appreciate. The common currency came under pressure as ECB Chief Mario Draghi said that there would be
no tapering of its asset-buying programme. The ECB also further highlighted that the central bank was likely to
continue its quantitative-easing till March-end, which could also limit the gains in the Euro. The Euro is expected to
trade weaker ahead of the US elections in November 2016.

GBP/INR (£)

The British Pound plunged by over 10% against the USD and touched new lows due to a sell-off triggered by
renewed concerns over the UK's exit process from the EU. The Sterling received some respite on news that UK
PM Theresa May accepted that parliament should be allowed to vote on the Brexit vote. A fall in the GBP pushed
inflation levels in the country as yields on long-dated British government bonds jumped higher as markets braced
for the return of inflation. Stronger-than-expected Prelim CPI data is likely to help the Pound shed some of its
losses. Investors are likely to remain cautious ahead of the outcome of the BoE MPC meeting.

JPY/INR (¥)

The JPYdepreciated against the INR on the back of improved investor risk-sentiment. BoJ Governor Kuroda said
that the central bank could push-back the timing of achieving its inflation target at the coming month's rate review.
Japanese exports fell for the 12th straight month in September 2016 due to a stronger JPY, which is likely to hurt
exports orders. The Yen is likely to trade lower in the coming months on the back of renewed expectations of a US
Fed rate-hike in December.

Tenure USD/INR EUR/INR GBP/INR JPY/INR

Current Levels (27/10/2016) 66.88 72.95 81.73 0.6396

1 Week 66.70-66.95 72.70-73.10 81.40-82.00 0.6345-0.6375

2 Weeks 66.70-67.15 72.50-72.80 81.80-82.60 0.6265-0.6325

4 Weeks 66.90-67.25 72.10-72.70 81.20-81.90 0.6210-0.6275

Key Economic Indicators

Date Currency Event Forecast Previous

01/11/2016 INR Nikkei Manufacturing PMI 51.2 52.1

01/11/2016 JPY Monetary Policy Statement - -

02/11/2016 USD ADP Non-Farm Employment Change - 154K

02/11/2016 USD FOMC Statement - -

03/11/2016 GBP MPC Official Bank Rate - -

11/11/2016 INR Industrial Production 2.6% -0.7%

15/11/2016 EUR German Prelim GDP - -

17/11/2016 GBP Retail Sales - -

24/11/2016 EUR German Ifo Business Climate - -

24/11/2016 USD CB Consumer Confidence - -

29/11/2016 USD Prelim GDP - -
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CBEC Notified Exchange Rate for Conversion of Foreign Currency w. e. f,

21st October, 2016 [Notification No.127/2016-Customs (N.T)

Dated 20th October 2016]

SCHEDULE - I

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of one unit of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1. Australian Dollar 52.20 50.40

2. Bahrain Dinar 183.20 170.95

3. Canadian Dollar 51.60 50.00

4. Danish Kroner 10.05 9.65

5. EURO 74.50 72.00

6. Hong Kong Dollar 8.70 8.50

7. Kuwait Dinar 227.90 213.25

8. New Zealand Dollar 49.35 47.45

9. Norwegian Kroner 8.35 8.05

10. Pound Sterling 83.45 80.70

11. Singapore Dollar 48.90 47.30

12. South African Rand 5.00 4.65

13. Saudi Arabian Riyal 18.40 17.20

14. Swedish Kroner 7.70 7.40

15. Swiss Franc 68.60 66.40

16. UAE Dirham 18.75 17.60

17. US Dollar 67.55 65.90

18. Chinese Yuan 10.05 9.75

S.No. Foreign Currency

Rate of exchange of 100 units of foreign currency

equivalent to Indian rupees

(For Imported Goods) (For Export Goods)

1. Japanese Yen 65.55 63.35

2. Kenya Shilling 68.05 63.65

SCHEDULE-II
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I must admit at the onset of this article that, with some

semblance of self-proclaimed wisdom, often forced

upon one by age, that this US presidential election

seems a lot more significant to me than those in the

past. I remember reading somewhere during

President Obama's first campaign, that his first election

could be a turning point in the country's history with

respect to cultural tolerance and equality, tenets that

the USA has long (proverbially) stood for. In the same

vein, I'd like to propose that, in my eyes, this election

is being fought for America's very soul, with the two

main candidates being ideological opposites of each

other. A battle that will unmask the very frank, and

possibly horrifying, truth about what America truly

stands for.

A little about Donald Trump now. During many points

while researching or writing this article, I've found

myself wondering why we would honour this man with

our time and energy. The fact that a party as old and

prestigious as the Republicans, with eighteen past

Presidents, could find a candidate even more revolting

and divisive than George W Bush says a whole lot of

the extreme power vacuum within the party. Trump

has succeeded so far only due to extremely polarizing

views towards immigrants, women, basically anyone

that's not on the 'Trump for President' bandwagon.

Without stating that every American President has had

a virtuous past, even the strongest proponents of

Trump's campaign must face the fact that Trump's

signature style of outrageously false allegations that

align with what the crowd wishes to hear is appalling,

to say the least. And the same man has boasted about

possibly not having paid federal taxes in years. A man

to whom feminism is nothing more than a word in the

dictionary not yet searched and, Trump has even tried

brushing off a highly controversial tape of him

bragging about sexual assault as 'locker-room' talk.

All that said though, Trump winning the upcoming

elections might not be all bad for India. I admit his

speeches on correcting trade imbalances and

reducing out sourcing would both affect India in the

short-term, but the bigger, geo-political picture to keep

in mind is that with Trump's vicious stand on Islam,

it's doubtful Pakistan, who Trump called 'probably the

most dangerous country', would find favour with him.

Also, his election slogan about "Making America Great

Again' would require jobs to be brought back to the

country, which would mean reducing China's trade

advantage drastically. Hence, with the China-Pakistan

nexus falling short on his list of priorities, India might

seem like a good bilateral partner in Asia. Also, a

strong US-India relationship would also help disrupt

the Chinese economic advantage.

Hillary Clinton on the other hand, the lesser of two

(ideological) evils, has been a career politician. First

Lady for eight years, Senator for eight, and then

Secretary of State for four years, there are few women

- nay, individuals - who have constantly been this close

to the seat of power. In a world that is fast shrinking,

Clinton is extremely savvy about matters of foreign

policy, unlike so many candidates who knew less than

nothing, such as Romney. Furthermore, a woman

President would be good for a country that grew

somewhat more accepting of racial differences after

electing a black President. Also, despite his share of

controversies, Bill Clinton was a much-loved President

in his time and would be of immense support to a

President Hillary Clinton.

Now, to play devil's advocate, Hillary Clinton does

have her own share of shortcomings as a probable

President. To begin things, although Clinton has

Confused Clarity :

The US Presidential Elections

— By Adwait Venkitachalam

"It is hard to imagine a more stupid or more dangerous way of making decisions

than by putting those decisions in the hands of people who pay no price for being wrong."

– Thomas Sowell
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always enjoyed a good relationship with India, her

take on the highly combustible Indo-Pakistan scenario

would not be much different from her predecessor -

a steady and non-committal stand on the issue.

Clinton has never been perceived as a major agent

of change, one who turns scenarios on their heads.

At best, she has shown that she could be a very

efficient administrator, one who ensures that laid-out

plans are accomplished to the T. She is also not seen

as very-pro middle-class, especially not at the

expense of the likes of Wall Street. Also, her personal

mail-server controversy also caused a trust-deficit in

the minds of the junta that she was capable of hiding

facts, giving her a clichéd politician's image.

With the amount of uncertainty ahead of the elections,

the US Dollar has seen a fair amount of weakness

against most major currencies worldwide. The USD/

INR has been acting rather lackadaisical over the past

month, with investors and banks on the fences ahead

of the big day. The INR could move irrationally based

on either outcome of the November 8th elections, with

a slight bias towards an appreciating Rupee in case

of a Trump win, though the longer-term outcome on

the USD would not be too harsh.

The people of America need to realise that voting is

not only a right but also a high obligation, and more

importantly, that the Presidential elections are not a

reality show that can be turned off at night before

bed. To sum things up, I feel that either candidate

brings to the table his/her share of baggage and

possibilities, but so as not to make the article

completely diplomatic in nature, the author would like

to end with the expression "A known devil is better

than an unknown angel." Who the reader chooses to

believe is the devil and the angel, is left wide open for

interpretation.
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CUSTOMS
v Enhancement of Import Value: For comparing

value of one product with other product, it has to
be first established that both types of goods are
identical. In absence of any such efforts made
by Revenue to establish comparable nature of
imported goods with other imports, enhancement
cannot be upheld. [2016-TIOL-2767-CESTAT-
DEL]

v If the assessee has not challenged the

assessment made in the Bill of Entry, they cannot

file the refund claim. [2016-TIOL-2744-CESTAT-

MUM]

v Cash refund of Special Additional Duty paid

by way of DEPB scrips: Board Circular No.18/

2013 dated 29.04.2013, stipulates Applications

claiming cash refund to be granted by re-crediting

in the DEPB licence by September 2013.

Department was directed to consider the

assessee's application for refund and pass

orders on merits. [2016-TIOL-2502-HC-MAD-

CUS].

v Royalty as a condition of Sale: Running

royalty is a condition for sale of the raw materials;

hence the same needs to be added to the

transaction value for the purpose of payment of

Customs duty. [2016-TIOL-2695-CESTAT-

MUM]

CENTRAL EXCISE
v CENVAT credit on Invoice of Bogus

unregistered Dealer allowed: Credit being

denied on the ground of non-existence of dealer.

It was held that it was not the case of the

department that goods were not received by the

assesse. No enquiry conducted from assesse,

transporter and manufacturer. Cross

examination of dealer whose registration was

earlier cancelled and then re-granted not allowed

by lower authorities. Cenvat credit not deniable

on basis of deficient investigations. Impugned

order set aside. [2016(339) E.L.T. 602 (Tri. -

Del.)

v Demand on Clandestine removal: Demand

was made on the shortage of finished goods on

physical verification. Weightment of entire stock

of around 250 MTs of M.S. Bars supposed to

have been done within 2 hours and physical stock

up to Kg. level arrived at without explaining how

measurement was made. No corroboration

regarding clandestine manufacture or clearance

or transportation of goods or receipt of sale

proceeds. It was held that demand not

sustainable as clandestine removal not proved.

[2016 (339) E.L.T. 623 (Tri.-Del.)].

v Penalty in case of duty paid beyond thirty

days: It was held that penalty under Rules 25

and 26 of Central Excise Rules, 2002 or Section

11AC of the Central Excise Act, 1944 not

imposable in such cases. However, penalty of

Rs. 5,000/- imposed under Rule 27 of Central

Excise Rules, 2002 for violating Rule 8 and Rule

27 of Central Excise Rules, 2002.

v Penalty under Section 11 AC of the Central

Excise Act, 1944: Penalty has to be equal to duty

under Section 11AC. While the penalty as

demanded in respect of one Show Cause Notice

had been quashed, the Tribunal could not reduce

it for an amount lesser than the duty which has

been upheld. The duty in respect of two

demands comes to Rs. 40,44,720 /-. Therefore,

going by the provisions of Section 11AC of the

Act, the penalty should also have been Rs.

40,44,720 /- and not Rs.20 lakhs. Revenue

Appeal Allowed. [2016-TIOL-178-SC-CX].

v Rule 8 of Central Excise Rules, 2002. Default

in payment of Central Excise duty and utilisation

of CENVAT credit. It was held that there is no

justification to proceed with the demand made

under Rule 8(3A) by the authorities below
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inasmuch as the Rule itself has been stuck down

as unconstitutional. Impugned order set aside

and appeal allowed with consequential relief.

[2016-TIOL-2770-CESTAT-DEL].

SERVICE TAX
v Service Tax on Mutual funds: Assessee was

proprietor of concern of individual, engaged in

getting investments in mutual funds on

commission basis. It was held that Individual are

not a commercial concern and there was no

liability to Service Tax for providing Business

Auxiliary Service. [2016 (44) S.T.R. 682 (Tri.-

Del.)]

v Valuation of spares supplied during warranty

period: It was held that the spares parts sold in

the course of providing service during the

warranty period. Service tax not leviable on sales

value of spare parts. [2016 (44) S.T.R. 696 (Tri.

Chennai)].

v Service tax liability in case main contractor

paid Service tax on behalf of Assessee.

Assessee engaged in activity of site formation

service and mining service and liable to pay ST

but on activity of assessee, the main contractor

has paid service on behalf of assesse. In view of

Vijay Sharma & Co. 2010-TIOL-1215-CESTAT-

DEL-LB payment made by main contractor on

activity conducted by assessee is considered as

discharge of service tax liability by assesse.

Since payment made by main contractor has not

been disputed by Revenue, payment of main

contractor on behalf of assessee shall be treated

as payment made by assesse. In the light of

Section 97 of FA, 2012, assessee is not liable to

pay ST on activity of maintenance & repair roads;

therefore, demand on this account is also set

aside. Matter is remanded back to adjudicated

authority for verification purposes whether

assessee paid ST for remaining part of ST

demand. [2016-TIOL-2609-CESTAT-CHD]

v Deputing the staff to their own organization

would not fall under the category of

manpower recruitment and supply agency

services: Assessee providing employees on its

payroll to certain associated companies which

are having separate legal entities, lower

authorities concluded that such services would

fall under the category of "Manpower Recruitment

and Supply Agency Services" and taxable from

16.06.2005, demand confirmed along with

interest and penalties. It was held that it is

undisputed that the salary and wages of this staff

was paid by the Assessee and associated

companies/organization reimbursed only the

actual amount paid by the Assessee to such staff.

Deputing the staff to their own organization would

not fall under the category of manpower

recruitment and supply agency services.

Impugned order set aside and appeal allowed.

[2016-TIOL-2670-CESTAT-MUM]

v CENVAT credit allowed on the Commission

paid to Commission agent: Commission agent

services and Insurance services are input

services in terms of rule 2(l) of CCR, 2004. There

is no bifurcation in the commission agent

agreement regarding supply of goods and of

services, entire quantum of the service tax paid

by the commission agent is entitled as credit:

[2016-TIOL-2756-CESTAT-DEL]

VAT
v Detention of Goods: The CTO cannot detain

the goods whose delivery was taken from lorry

shed, without verifying the quasi purchasing form

produced by the dealer. [2016-TIOL-2577-HC-

MAD-VAT ]

v Sales Tax Exemption: Financial hardship'

cannot be claimed as an excuse, for 'breaching

the condition' of continued use of unit, prescribed

for claiming sales tax exemption granted under

the State Government policy. [2016-TIOL-2579-

HC-AHM-CT]

v Scope of Explanation to Section: The

Explanation to a provision should be read so as

to harmonise with and clear up any ambiguity in

the main section and it should not be so construed

as to widen the ambit of the section and also to

clarify the doubtful point in law and to serve as a

proviso to main section. [2016-TIOL-2556-HC-

MAD-CT]
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INCOME TAX
v Deduction u/s 35B: The services rendered by

assessee in the capacity of a sub- contractor

cannot be considered as export of services

rendered in the form of a technical knowhow to

a entity based outside India, so as to claim

deduction u/s 35B. [2016-TIOL-2589-HC-MUM-

IT]

v Continuity of favourable decision for

Assessee: In case an issue stands decided by

the Tribunal for the same assessee in a different

financial year, the same would apply in

subsequent assessment proceedings also.

[2016-TIOL-2588-HC-MUM-IT]

v Upholding of additional ground: Claim made

through additional ground accepted by appellate

authorities would be upheld by Court when

Revenue fails to point out how and why finding

of fact by authorities, is in any manner perverse.

[2016-TIOL-2587-HC-MUM-IT]

v Taxability of accrued interest: Interest accrued

is taxable when the assessee is following

mercantile system of accounting and nothing is

found to establish the impossibility of the recovery

of interest from the parties to whom loan is

advanced - [2016-TIOL-2583-HC-MUM-IT]

v Revenue Expenditure/Capital Expenditure:

The expenses incurred in order to update the

facility of the hotel building which ultimately would

result as good business to attract the customer

cannot be treated as capital expenditure. [2016-

TIOL-2582-HC-KAR-IT]

v Levy of Capital Gains without Sale deed:

When there was no sale of property by way of a

transfer of property by execution of sale deed,

there cannot be a question of levy of capital gains

in such case. [2016-TIOL-2581-HC-ALL-IT]
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v GST Rate Structure - Demerit Goods - Politics of Cess would not work

v GST Council wraps up THIRD meeting in two days; to meet again on November 3 & 4 and Nov 9 & 10;

Consensus developing on GST rate structure but announcement to be made at next meeting, says FM

v ITPO current fiscal target is fixed at Rs 250 Crore

v CBEC Chairman asks field formations to reduce legacy work for GST

v Compensation to States for revenue loss - GST Council going to recommend 14% projected revenue

growth rate + 2% CST rate + State component of exemption to be taken into account

v GST Council Third Meeting - Union of India proposes five rate structure; Debate to continue; Compensation

issue - Members agree to definition of revenue loss, says FM

v G20 Seminar - India earns praise for anti-corruption steps at Paris

v Delhi HC dismisses Cairn India prayer to export crude from Barmer Oil field

v Indian Customs unique Heritage Gallery inaugurated at Attari Border

v PM dedicates 1732 MW hydro projects developed in HP to Nation

v 'CBDT Notifies Rules to Determine Amount of Buy-Back of Shares

v Vehicle manufacturers required to give details of noise levels from April 1, 2017

v India, US Trade Policy Forum a huge success, bilateral trade reaches USD 109 million in 2015

v Gold Bonds Scheme-Series III - Applications to be accepted from Oct 24; RBI to issue bonds from Nov 17

v RBI issues Sovereign Gold Bonds 2016-17 - Series III, promises fixed rate return of 2.5% p.a.

v 'Demand Notices' are not substitute for 'show cause notices' - JN Custom House

v India's domestic content requirements for solar cells & modules inconsistent with WTO: Appellate Body

report

v President expresses grief over loss of lives in Varanasi stampede

v CBEC to draft new HR policy after GST implemented; promises no job losses to employees threatening

strike

v India's exports looks up in Sept by 4.6%; Net services exports goes down in August

v Cabinet nod for Rs 4400 cr redevelopment of AIIMS residential complex

v CBDT grants NFSG benefits to 76 officers

v BRICS accounted for 22% of global trade last fiscal

v India, Germany join hands for technology for scrapping vehicles

v UIDAI's last mile drive launched for Aadhaar

v Pendency and Disposal of appeals by Commissioners (Appeals) - Board Wants Report

v Customs - Foreign Post Offices Notified As Customs Stations

v TDS on lump sum lease premium paid for acquisition of long term lease - CBDT Clarifies

v Indirect taxes mop-up crosses 52% & direct tax realises only 38% up to Sept 2016
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v DGCEI discovers Rs 2300 Crore black money; MD of Saria Manufacturing

Company arrested

v DRI Delhi Zonal Unit seizes about 21 kg gold and IC notes worth Rs 6.44 Crore

from an old Delhi shop

v CBI nabs Faridabad Central Excise Superintendent accepting Rs 50K bribe

v IGI Airport Customs nabs pax carrying gold worth Rs 76 lakhs in papaya fruit

v DGCEI detects Rs. 2300 cr clandestine removal of goods; Kanpur based

RimjhimIspat MD arrested

v Bangalore Air Cargo Customs detects 30 kg Methaqualone under Air India Sats

Air Freight Station

v ACC appoints S M Sahai, IPS, 1987 as JS in National Security Council
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NOTES
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Bizsolindia provides consultancy in the following areas through
associate companies and professional firms of the Directors

Bizsolindia Services Private Limited Consultancy & Audit in the area of

• Strategic Management Consultancy
• Direct Taxation including Domestic and International Transfer Pricing
• Indirect Taxation(Customs, Central Excise, Service Tax, VAT/ CST, LBT)
• FEMA
• Foreign Trade Policy (Export Promotional Schemes, EPCG, Advance

Authorization, DFIA, Duty Drawback, Brand Rate Fixation)
• EOU / EHTP / STP /BTP
• SEZ
• Project Consultancy (Industrial Parks, Clusters , Agro Economic Zone, Food

Park, etc)
• New Business Set up in India
• Valuation including Business Valuation
• Internal Audit
• Corporate Law & Procedures

BSPL Outsourcing Pvt. Ltd. Knowledge Process Outsourcing in the area of

• Indirect Taxation
• Accounts
• Inventory management
• Fixed Assets Management
• Implementation of Company Law Matters

Bizsolindia IT Services Private Limited Specialized IT consulting and Solutions / modules along with ERP Integration
and following areas

• Specialized Software for EOUs and SEZs
• Expert in Application programming using Java and ERP Connectivity
• Data Migration
• Offers bucket of Add On Products for EXIM related solutions for the
• Complete industry needs
• ERP Consulting / Implementation

Bizsolindia Forex Services Pvt. Ltd. Forex Services dealing with :

• Treasury Audit
• Information Services
• Advisory Services
• Policy Consulting
• Treasury Outsourcing
• Interest Rates Advisory
• Treasury Operations Training
• Banking Advisory Services
• International Syndication

Bizsol HR Services Private Limited Strategic Consultancy in the area of HR & Soft skills Training

Bhagwati Shipping Private Limited Custom House Agent (11/578), Custom Clearance of Export and Import
consignments

A.B. Nawal & Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost Accountant, Cost Audit, Central Excise, Adjudication matters

up to CESTAT, VAT Audit.

Behede Joshi & Associates, Practicing Chartered Accountants, Statutory Audit & Tax Audit, VAT Audit,
Chartered Accountant Transfer Pricing.

R. Venkitachalam, Company Secretary Practicing Company Secretary.

Nawal & Sonaje Associates, Cost Accountants Practicing Cost accountants, Cost Audit

Bizsol Projects & Infrastructure Solutions LLP Infrastructure Consultancy, Project Management Services in respect of Real
Estate solution for Industrial, Residential, Trade & Commerce & Consultancy
related to Finance & Investments

O U R  S E R V I C E S
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